1999 chevy silverado transfer case

Four problems related to transfer case have been reported for the Chevrolet Silverado. The
most recently reported issues are listed below. New ventura transfers case has developed a
hole. The hole caused the loss of transfer case fluid under vehicle. Dealer and gm customer
service content that is not there problem or fault and will not repair under defect of material or
manufacturing. Dealer has also noted with gm customer service that the hole was a "puncture"
indicating abuse. Local transmission shop goodale transmissions. Columbus ohio indicate that
this is a common problem with this transfer case. The holes are caused by a retaining spring
used to hold an internal pump? Safety issues cased by this failure are possible fire when fluid is
deposited on the exhaust system. Loss of rear brakes due to contamination by transfer case
fluid. Possible loss of vehicle control if transfer case freezes due to lack of fluid. Every time
when taking off, something in the transmission or transfer case makes a loud audible noise. The
truck makes a sudden jerk when accelerator is applied all is good during operation. When I stop
again the whole process is repeated. Maybe the noise is coming from rear end possibly. Truck
has been at dealer for repair total of 35 days before 1st anniv. Of ownership with over 20
separate problems, 5 of which are unresolved to this date. Vehicle is at dealer now for final
repair before TN lemon law can be implemented. Worst and current problems are front end
alignment pulls to right , front brake squealing pads replaced twice, rotors turned once , rear
end vibration at any speed and clanking sound over bumps all 4 tires, both rear leaf spring
stacks, all 4 shocks replaced. Pedal sticks now! Slips from dead stop for few seconds about
once per week, 4wd transfer case slipped in low in deep snow replaced fluid and did reprogram.
New ones are no better than originals! Lemon, lemon,lemon!!!!!!!!!! The vehicle has the
automatic four wheel drive, once it was applied the brakes stopped working. The vehicle was
serviced and the problem still continued. Car Problems. Transfer Case problem 1. Transfer Case
problem 2. Transfer Case problem 3. Transfer Case problem 4. Other Power Train related
problems of the Chevrolet Silverado. Automatic Transmission problems Automatic
Transmission problems. Driveshaft problems. Axle Assembly problems. Differential Unit
problems. Transmission Failure problems. Manual Transmission problems. Transmission Noise
problems. Automatic Transmission Column Shift problems. Transmission Slip Out Of Gear
problems. Manual Transmission Column Shift problems. Automatic Transmission Control
Module problems. Top excellent rebuilt Silverado and Heavy Duty transfer cases saving your
cash! With one of the best guarantees in the business in addition to expert technical help, you
are able to count on Proven Force for that specific parts you require! Proven Force an industry
leading car re-builder of 4 wheel drive transfer cases, as well as provider for light, medium cars
and trucks over 38 years. You will find the complete collection of vehicle products that we offer
at Rebuilt Silverado Chevrolet Transfer Cases are available for through model years. All in
question elements are swapped out. These kinds of parts are changed using brand-new parts
which include: bearings, races, seals, chain, fork inserts in addition to bushings. All possible
upgrades are included in to the units throughout the building process, all units are pressure
and spin tested by experienced automotive professionals. You'll get a 1 calendar year,
absolutely no hassle ensure that you can be confident, additionally a fast reimbursement of the
core deposit. We offer a wide range of New Process transfer case rebuilt units and shift motors
for the following Silverado Chevrolet Models:. Previous to placing any order for your
replacement Silverado Chevrolet transfer case its vital that you check out the rear of the
existing transfer case on an identification tag see example down below. The label provides the
actual model no. We must have the assembly number at time of the order it can make sure that
you receive a direct drop in replacement unit. You'll employ existing yokes and switches from
you old unit whenever exchanging the particular transfer case. Benefit from our knowledge
when replacing your Silverado Chevrolet Transfer Case. You can expect Free Technical support
phone Call and speak with a professional, planning a repair or performance upgrade, allow us to
help save some cash. The Installation Service Center offers repair shop solutions with qualified
and properly trained mechanics to help with maintaining your car or truck in very best running
order. We can easily replace your current transfer case for you, or supply a direct drop in
replacement unit sent to your home or business street address. Center Bearing-4 Subaru
Toyota Volvo. Use WordPress? Please enable JavaScript to view. Silverado Silverado HD.
Similar to the NP transfer case it differs in being a manual shift versus an electronic shift. Units
can be found in truck models in , and one ton class. Many units are in stock and ready to ship
out today! Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your

website. Year NP Transfer Case. Remanufactured Transfer Cases. This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We use cookies to personalize content and ads, to provide social
media features and to analyze our traffic. We also share information about your use of our site
with our social media, advertising and analytics partners. We'll assume you're ok with this, but
you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Always Enabled.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. GM has used many different four-wheel-drive control systems in
its vehicles over the years, ranging from pure mechanical to electronically controlled. Each has
its own diagnostic procedures, and the best source for understanding how these systems work
will always be your information system. Some later model 4WD systems have scan tool
capabilities along with diagnostic trouble codes DTCs to help locate and diagnose many of the
problems associated with them. One is a model, the other a Both use the same controls and
happen to have stored the same DTC. The basic system consists of a transfer case motor and
encoder, front differential actuator, transfer case module, speed sensors, switches and park
input and output to the PCM. It seems logical to use case studies to show how these systems
can be repaired. The transfer case module data can be accessed with a scan tool such as the
Tech 2, which is GM's official scan tool. To get to the proper screens, you must choose the
Powertrain selection, then navigate your way to the ATC selections. ATC is the GM acronym for
active transfer case. Selecting "F1" on the menu got us where we needed to be. Both trucks had
one DTC stored: B active transfer case mode switch malfunction. A Tech 2 information screen
will also let you know whether certain 4WD systems do not allow scan tool access. The
dash-mounted transfer case mode control is a set of normally open switches that vary the
voltage supplied by the transfer case module when closed. The transfer case module sends 8
volts to the switches, then monitors the return circuit to determine whether any of the switches
is depressed. It can determine this because each switch has a different resistor in series with
the circuit. Since both trucks have mode switch trouble codes, it seems logical to start there. A
trouble code is also stored at that time. I simply pressed the buttons while watching the scan
data. As I pressed various buttons, the scan data would not indicate the proper input. Pressing
"4HI" or "4LO" would not always result in the data stream reflecting that condition. Also, the
LEDs on the switch would randomly go on and off. The easiest way to confirm this problem is to
tap on the button and watch the scan data along with the switch LEDs. When we did this, it
caused all kinds of random lights and data readings. At one point, it even turned on the 4WD
warning indicator. It was obvious the switch had a mind of its own and needed replacement. It's
always nice to have such an easy diagnosis, but should we assume that all B DTCs indicate the
need for a switch replacement? The following description comes from document ID No. If no
buttons are pressed, and the transfer case shift control module detects a voltage level outside
the possible range approx. When each of the switches is depressed they will complete a circuit
through their own specific resistor. Now we move on to the model K truck. The customer
complained of no 4WD operation. He did not mention any warning lights, but it seemed like a
good idea to check DTCs anyway. As mentioned earlier, this one had the same DTC B stored. A
quick check of the switches did not indicate any problem with the inputs from the switch to the
module while monitoring scan data. However, the front wheels would not engage when the 4WD
button was selected. A problem was obviously occurring, but the DTC did not seem to match
the system malfunction. I could hear the encoder motor at the transfer case working, which
confirmed my scan data and helped me find a diagnostic direction. Since it seemed like the
problem was in the front axle area, I decided to check the front axle motor actuator next. Using a
voltmeter, I determined 0 voltage was present on terminal C, circuit , brown wire. I chose this
wire based on the wiring diagram, which showed fuse 24 in the IP fuse box feeding voltage to
the front axle motor. Going this far without first checking the fuse could turn out to be pretty
embarrassing if the problem was simply a blown fuse. However, I knew the fuse also powered
the transfer case control module. Since I was getting scan data and encoder motor operation,
the fuse had to be good. The only culprit left was the wiring harness between the fuse and front
axle motor. It's always best to start checking for wiring problems by inspecting the harness in
areas where it's most likely to be damaged by moving engine components, rotating parts or
road objects striking the underside of the vehicle. I located the problem within minutes. The
wiring harness near the right front axle where it enters the differential housing was damaged. At
least two wires were broken, including the brown wire, which can be seen in the photo lower

left. A harness repair was in order. I had found the problem, but still could not explain why the
system had stored code B Was there another, intermittent problem just waiting for me to turn
my back? I decided to look closer at the description for B and found something interesting. It
seemed very possible that a driver might hold down a 4WD button for five minutes if he got
stuck and the 4WD system wasn't working. To test my theory, I held the button down for several
minutes to create the 4WD warning light visible in the photo on page The system also set a code
B Maybe, just maybe, the DTC was actually set by the driver due to the broken wire to the front
axle. I may never know for sure. It's easy to fall into the habit of replacing common problematic
components without verifying that they actually are defective. As this second case study of
GM's relatively simple truck 4WD control system proves, this approach can get you into trouble.
It always pays to test and verify before replacing a component. June Issue. Back to Summary.
No results found. Send to Email Address. Your Name. Your Email Address. So how do you find
out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time
wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. New ventura transfers case has developed a hole. The hole caused the loss of
transfer case fluid under vehicle. Dealer and GM customer service content that is not there
problem or fault and will not repair under defect of material or manufacturing. Dealer has also
noted with GM customer service that the hole was a "puncture" indicating abuse. Local
transmission shop goodale transmissions. Columbus Ohio indicate that this is a common
problem with this transfer case. The holes are caused by a retaining spring used to hold an
internal pump? Safety issues cased by this failure are possible fire when fluid is deposited on
the exhaust system. Loss of rear brakes due to contamination by transfer case fluid. Possible
loss of vehicle control if transfer case freezes due to lack of fluid. I own two 2 Chevrolet
Silverado 4X4's - both have the same issue. Everyday the service 4X4 light comes on. I have
taken both trucks to dealerships and they state that the computer is not indicating that light
coming on so just ignore it. Just a computer glitch. Other transmission problems is loud
clanking when placed in any gear from park. Every time when taking off, something in the
transmission or transfer case makes a loud audible noise. The truck makes a sudden jerk when
accelerator is applied all is good during operation. When I stop again the whole process is
repeated. Maybe the noise is coming from rear end possibly. Without any indication, front end
of vehicle locked up, causing consumer to lose control of vehicle. Dealer was contacted, and
stated that subframe needed to be replaced. The front differential was torqued sideways and
broken apart, causing the frame to have 2 breaks, this caused the front to lock up, also prior to
this consumer complained of a delay between the forward and reverse, when a bump was felt
when accelerating, consumer also heard a clunk noise, de
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aler drained and replaced the transfer case fluid twice. The engine sputters in 4 wheel low and
there is a whine noise or pulley noise from the engine. The front seat arm rest fell off. The left
front daytime lamp was full of water due to the assembly being improperly sealed at the factory.
The brakes pulsated and pedal felt soft, dealer stated the right rear caliper was sticking and the
front and rear rotors were corroded badly, causing the brake pads to wear. The electric brake
was inoperable, dealer installed a new plug, the wiring harness was badly damaged. The power
windows were inoperable. The left door creaks due to front door link being loose. Consumer
was informed that he was supposed to sign a waiver because of the plow being placed onto the
extended cab, this was because the installation was not recommended, however the consumer
was never informed of this until after the installation and the problems with the vehicle. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

